
Wooden spool vases
Instructions No. 2722

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 4 Hours

DIY vases are becoming more and more fashionable and this idea reflects that. With a few simple steps
and a little colour, you can make this idea a reality. You can choose the colour individually.

First sand all the wooden parts a little if necessary. If necessary, also sand the holes a little to make the test tubes fit better in
the openings later. 

Then you can combine different towers from the different coils as you like and glue them together with the craft glue. Now
you can put the test tubes into the corresponding towers. 

Since different materials have been combined, it is important to first treat everything with a universal primer. This ensures that
the spray paint covers and adheres evenly in the next step. 

Also prime the flowers first and only colour them in the next step. 

Finally, all you need to do is decorate everything nicely and your wooden spool tray is ready.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/newsletter/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

631983 VBS Glass tubes for decoration, pack of 5 1

695961-02 VBS Wooden spool8 x 5 cm 1

695961-01 VBS Wooden spool5 x 5,5 cm 1

697217 VBS Wooden Tray 1

19530 Flowers bunch "Cosmea" 1

756693-09 Marabu CHALKY-CHIC "Chalk spray paint"Edelweiss 1

756693-03 Marabu CHALKY-CHIC "Chalk spray paint"Powder Pink 1

18155 VBS Craft glue No. 18228 ml 1

755306-01 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", primerUniversal 1

517003 Sandpaper, set of 6 1

VBS Glass tubes for decoration, pack of 5

5,25 CHF
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-glass-tubes-for-decoration-pack-of-5-a24478/
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